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The purpose of the Public Speaking CDE is to develop skills in agricultural lead-
ership by providing FFA members the opportunity to appear before groups and 
to emphasize the importance of communicating with others.  
 
 
 
 

Adams/Brown Sub District 
The sub-district contest was held on February 8th at Georgetown High School. 
From our chapter Whitney Bauman, Carlie Cluxton, Brett Ferguson, and Stepha-
nie Osman partook in the Public  Speaking contest 
 
 

Brett Ferguson and Stephanie Osman competed in the Beginning Creed Speak-
ing CDE. Brett and Stephanie presented from memory the official FFA creed and 
answered questions that pertained to it. Brett placed 4th and Stephanie placed 
fifth. Whitney Bauman competed in the Advanced Prepared Speaking CDE and 
place 2nd. Carlie Cluxton competed in the Extemporaneous Speaking CDE and 
placed second.  
 
District 9 Competition 
Brett Ferguson, Carlie CLuxton, and Whitney Bauman advanced to the District 
speaking contest which was held on February 13th at Fayetteville High School. 
We congratulate all participants on their efforts!  
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This years National FFA Week was held on February 18th-24th. The purpose of FFA 

Week is to educate the public about agriculture. In order to educate students about 

FFA, we set up a display in the cafeteria in which students could walk up to and read 

facts about the organization. During the week, we hosted a staff appreciation luncheon, 

conducted a "Best Bob the Builder Contest" voting poll to show the diversity of FFA 

members in other school organizations, made public service announcements on the ra-

dio about FFA, participated in Adams County FFA Week Proclamation with the Com-

missioners, spoke on the C103 radio show, and raised money for the Highland County 

Habitat for Humanity by hosting a hat day for students, we raised a total of $275.00. 

We also had a drive your tractor to school day,  
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All of our officer books that were evaluated, received perfect scores and gold 

ratings! Congratulations to Carlie Cluxton & Lexington Shively (Secretary), 

Whitney Bauman & Logan Evans (Reporters), and Blake Smalley & Baylie 

Clough (Treasurers) on all of their hard work and dedication and to everyone 

else that helped to ensure the books were completed!  


